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Galerie Le Réverbère 

"Contemporary Photography"

Having opened its doors in the year 1981, Galerie Le Réverbère is one of

the oldest and most revered photography galleries in the city. In fact, the

displays of nationally known photographers has led to national fame for

this establishment. The 300 square meter (3229.17 square feet) space has

been host to exhibitions of renowned contemporary photographers such

as William Klein, Jacques Damez, Arielle Bonzon. All in all, this is a place

all art and photography lovers must visit when in Lyon.

 +33 4 7200 0672  www.galerielereverbere.c

om/

 galerie-le-

reverbere@wanadoo.fr

 38 rue de Burdeau, Lyon

 by gagnonm1993   

Le Bleu Du Ciel 

"Art Gallery Dedicated to Photography"

You could pass Le Bleu du Ciel as just one more rue Burdeau art gallery,

but a closer look will reveal that this one is actually entirely dedicated to

photography. Whether you are already a connoisseur in this domain or

simply looking to explore, you will find Le Bleu du Ciel a perfect place to

start. The gallery showcases local and international artists through

exhibits, workshops and even publishing. With an avant-garde stance and

a commitment to include photography in a broader social, philosophical,

historical or artistic context, Le Bleu du Ciel will seduce anyone with a

passion for challenging art forms.

 +33 4 72 07 84 31  www.lebleuduciel.net/  gilles@lebleuduciel.net  48 rue Burdeau, Lyon

 by gagnonm1993   

Vrais Rêves Gallery 

"Picture Perfect"

The Galerie Vrais Rêves houses contemporary photographic exhibitions

that give teh impression of dreams and of the surreal. An interesting and

innovative use of light and space adds to the unusual charm of the

photographs and of the creative works on display here. For more

information on the artists and the current exhibits, check the website.

 +33 4 7830 6542  www.vraisreves.com/  galerie@vraisreves.com  6 rue Dumenge, Lyon
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